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About This Game

An unсommon puzzle game with a story!
This game is about the brave adventurer Archaeologist John, who explores ancient ruins all around the world. You will see a
series of fascinating puzzles - clamping plates, closed doors, teleports and death traps make the entangled mazes even more

difficult.
You will need full power of your intellect to collect all the treasures and find the ancient artifacts before the insidious villain

Hans von Typischerbösewicht!
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Features:

Braincracking puzzles - for those who know how to work with his head, not with the spinal cord.

Rare gameplay - the character can move vertically or horizontally, but only from wall to wall at a time. For those who are
tired of the endless clones of clones of clones and dreams of trying something new.

Adventure story - humorous comments of the protagonist will not let you get bored and rest after another intense level.

Locations around the world - search for treasures in deserts of Egypt, explore the ruins of medieval Europe. There is
different scenery, different story and different reward in each chapter.

All the sceneries are hand painted and detailed with love.
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Title: Maze Of Adventures
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
OCP, Yuri Chuchmay
Publisher:
OCP
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,Russian
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I cannot give this game a good review even though i do like a good twin stick shooter which this sadly is not,the main problem is
you cannot see what the hell is hitting you half the time,you can shoot a big asteroid from half a screen away and the bits that fly
off come straight to the side of you every time its stupid and really annoying.

The levels which have planets you cant see enemy missles clearly enough or enemies for that matter,the side of the arena is hard
to tell where it ends so you end up stuck sometimes and trapped.

The way the upgrades work is not really explained some are useless so a lot of trial and error will be needed ,buy the wrong one
at the wrong time and you will get stuck unable to progress.

If you are patient and don't mind really hard games look for it in the sale you may get a few hours out of it there are some good
things about it like the nusic and for the money you get a lot of levels and they do vary.. Wonderfully drawn, spooky point &
click adventure.
Sports some very nice tongue-in-cheek humour as well.

As other reviewer have stated it is not a very long game, but makes up for it with a very nice atmosphere (both visually and with
its soundtrack). It did not get dull or stretch its ideas, so it felt right to me.
I had a very good time with it and can recommend it to everyone.

If you would like to try something out of the ordinary, go for it!. Part of my "How many games can I get for $5" review series in
alphabetical order. #1 of ~69

The first boot crashed, setting the tone for the game. Given what I paid for this pile of games I really shouldn't be too critical of
this pile of crap. Here's the deal. This game sucks. The sounds are nothing to write home about. The music is absolutely horrid.
As far as soundtracks go, this one did not fit the game in any way shape or form. The pixel are is fun, but the plane of
movement and controls are horrid. The general feel of the game is something someone cut up and sewed back together.

I can not recommend this game at full price, but given I paid a few pennies for it I can safely say it isn't too painful to get on
sale or with a coupon. I will eventually re-visit it and dive deeper into this pile of waste matter, but for the sake of the series I
have to move on for today.

For now, thumbs down. Pending revisiting to see if it has any sort of playability that I missed hiding somewhere in the game..
This is one of the worst expireneces of my life i now know how it felt to be the pig David Carmron abused.
I recommend this game to gypsy farmers who work on a loney Sunday morning when others are out playing sunday league, this
game is the epitome of the EA servers and Rich Homie Quan attempting to speak english.
First of all the graphic are as useful as a homless guy to big business law firm, the gameplay looks as if it was made in 1920 and
the title screen is able to give anyone a sezure.
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BTW i only played 5 mins.. filled with TKs, impossable to tell between friend and enemy.
Games had a far way to go. A FAR WAY.. tl;dr: It's garbage. After playing for less than 3 minutes, it was extremely evident that
this game wasn't good.

In short, your weapons do no damage. You'll be in standing toe-to-to with an opponent, slashing wildly at them and shooting
from point-blank range, and all you're doing it just chipping away at their health. Besides that, all you do is run and jump around
trying not to get cornered and killed.

When I tried to exit the game, it locked-up and froze. I immediately uninstalled this garbage.

Don't buy this, even if you're curious.. In all honesty, its not bad. not 20 bucks worth of hard earned money good...but still
decent for early access. I hope the devs fix the few kinks with the combat system, although i do like the firearm mechanics. I'm
gonna give it a thumbs up because i do what i want.. Not so good how i wonder be like but is cheap and is another game in my
♥♥♥♥ing library.
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This game has great potential but, there are a few things that could make this gaming experience a whole lot more enjoyable.
Firstly the day should be twice as long for the players to perform the actions provided; mining rocks, chopping trees, placing
defenses and more. One more thing i think this game could benefit from is more rounds that slowly become more difficult so
the player has more time to adjust. Playing the game for myself I had these issues and it less fun then it could have been. This is
just my opinion but, it would be great if an update could become available.. A mildly entertaining distraction, but I'm pretty sure
this will never be finished. I'll take down this review if it happens, but I'm not holding my breath.. I had to go to the hospital for
my eyes to get removed after clicking the "Play" button. The Launcher is the worst, gameplay feels like a horse trying to pee
into a condom and it's just bad overall. Honestly just do what the comments say and play Warthunder. Also why would i pay 20
dollars for a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game dlc that dosent even come in steam format. Game Devs, plz remove this game from steam
because every time i look into my steam library, i see that game there.....

I have been playing Warthunder for about 500hrs and i enjoy all of it.

I have been playing HIS (or known as HIV) for 4 minutes and my balls have dried up and dropped off.

Just don't play this game.. Incomprehensible.... Thank you for this bad, bad piece of software.

The Adolf Hitler achievement and the Heinrich Himmler achievement will gracefully decorate my profile.. I've always wanted
to play this, but tracking down a copy was difficult and I wasn't going to resort to pirating it. Luckily Steam had it in their stores
and it was worth every cent! Trust me on this; it's a timeless classic that still holds up to the games today!. legends of quna epic
track. Best game ever. Sooooo fun
Nightmare reminds me of Nazi Zombies and is fun to reply due to the fact you unlock more from getting points
The Bedroom is an awesome puzzle and so tense
Ethan Must Die is a really fun game mode, so much replayability. Just gotta be careful

Buy this for a good time

Devblog 02/01/2018:
Greetings, friends 

We want to tell you about what has been done recently. We will be glad to receive your feedback and comments!

1) New interface sprites.. Devblog 03/10/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

Our game development does not stand still. Here is the latest news.

 1) Generator for random labyrinths. Devblog 04/14/2018:
Greetings, friends! 
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Here’s the fresh devblog with news for the past week. We are waiting for your opinion in the comments!

 1) The new puzzle. Game updated // Devblog 06/23/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

We've started our summer sale on Steam! We will be glad to see new players! And now the latest news about the development.

 1) New levels. Weeklong deal and game update!:
Greetings, friends! 

Game updated on Steam! And we’ll make a weekly discount from April 30!  Add to wishlist, so you will never miss it.
And for now here’s a devblog for past two weeks.

 1) New levels. Devblog 03/31/2018:
Greetings, friends! 

We are proud to announce that next week we plan to update the game.
What’s done over the past two weeks:

 1) Tips to pass the level. An update with 5 new levels was uploaded!:
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Download update, try new levels and share your opinion in the comments! . "Maze of Adventures" is now available in
early access!:
 This day has finally come - our game is now in the early access and available for purchase! 

 Plans for the near future
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